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AirBC stands fly · 
high£r education. 
Introducing CLASS 24 
The new AirBC standby fare for everyone 24 and younger. 
You've been waiting for a better deal on air travel. 
Here it is. You can save 65% off the full economy fare, 
just by flying standby with AirBC's new Class 24 
fare. You get the same seat, the same meal, 
the same service as everyone else. 
And unless we're really, really 
busy (during peak holiday 
weeks, for instance) you 
won't even have to wait for 
the next flight. 
Call your travel agent or Air Canada 
Reservations for details. Available on 
most routes. Proper proof of age 
required. 
AN AIR CANADA CONNECTOR 
The People's Law School is 
concluding its 20th Anniversary 
Year. Access to justice begins 
with access to information. Our 
Free law classes are based on 
this belief. Access to this 
information owes much to your 
generous donation of space. 
Thank you. 
Buying A New Or Used Car 
Franklin School (298-3438) 
Wed. Oct. 14 7:00- 9:00pm 
Custody and Access 
Gorden N'bourhd Hs (683-2554) 
Thur. Oct.22 7:00 - 8:50pm 
Divorce Law 
G. F. &rong Centre (876-3371) 
Tues.Nov.1 0 7:30 - 9:30pm 
Employees' Rights 
Kensington Centre (327 - 9401) 
Tues. Oct.20 7:30 - 9:30pm 
Family Meditation 
Champlain Centre (434 - 9115) 
Wed. Nov.18 7:30- 9:30pm 
ICQC and Personal Injury 
Renfrew Centre (434- 6688) 
Tues. Nov.3 7:00 - 9:00pm 
Landlord and Tenant Law 
Riley Park Centre (879 - 6222) 
Wed. Oct. 7 7:30 - 9:30 
Legal Help - Where do I get it? 
Can I afford it? 
WORTH 
WAmNG 
FOR 
CRANBROOK 
$77 
KAMLOOPS 
$52 
PENTICfON 
$52 
CASILEGAR 
$63 
DAWSON CREEK 
$99 
VIcrORJA 
$30 
KEWWNA 
$52 
PRINCE GEORGE 
$80 
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'IERRACE 
$91 
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$84 
EDMONTON 
$94 
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Barclay Manor (689 -0571) 
Mon. Oct. 5 7:30 - 9:30 
Riley Park Centre (879 - 6222) 
Wed. Oct.21 7:30-9:30 
Small Claims Court 
G. F. &rong Centre (876- 9285) 
Wed. Nov.4. 7:00 - 9:00 
Unemployment Insurance 
Trout Lake Centre (876-9285) 
Wed. Oct.7 7:00- 9:00 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The following are some of the 
volunteer opportunities available 
through the Burnaby Volunteer 
Centre: 
POLICE: Volunteers with strong 
clerical and people skills are 
needed to help in this New West 
police office any weekday. Take 
notes, make reports and assist 
with programs. 
FflENCH: &udent visiting BC 
from Quebec need friendly 
volunteers to accompany them 
on local tours and interpret as 
needed. Choose one or more 
shifts, October 2 - 9. 
PERFORMERS: This major care 
facility needs entt:trtainers to 
sing, dance or play pian~ for 
residents Mondays or Fndays, 
3:00-4:00 pm. 
ARCHIVES: A short term job for 
art and library enthusiasts! 
Assist with cataloguing art 
publications and newspaper 
clippings for this Burnaby art 
gallery over one week. 
GRANTS: Share your knowledge 
of grant proposals with the staff 
of this drop in centre. Help them 
to submit a grant for additional 
staff. 
PHYS. ED.: A New West school 
program for teens needs an 
assistant PE. teacher to help 
with recreational outings Monday 
or Friday afternoons. All 
expenses paid! 
For more Information on these or 
other volunteer opportunities, call 
the Burnaby Volunteer Centre at 
294-5533. 
Great Prices on Hardware & 
Software 
Pal Systems SMART 386 
Computers Systems Starting at 
$479.95. 
SPARRING PARTNER 
WANTED 
Qualifications: male, ability to 
withstand punches and kicks. 
Call261-9551. 
Attn_: SKYDIVERS. If anyone is 
interested in skydiving in Pitt 
Meadows & maybe get a deal of 
some sort, call Dan. 941-41 08. 
BMW Motorcycle. K75C. 1986 
Lots of options w/ K-bags. Excel. 
cond. and deal $3900. Ask for 
Rick. 524-4602. 
Student Needed to do 
promotional work around 
campus. 
$9.33 to 16.50/hr. 
Must be energetic and outgoing. 
Flex. hrs. 683-4168. 
YOU THOUGHT IT 
WAS OVER? 
WRONG! 
IT'S NOT OVER UNTIL 
TUNDRA 
WOMAN 
SING~ OK? 
Our funkalloous t-shirt contest 
cont1nues. Just tell us on wnat 
page you saw Tundra Woman 
by using the above classffleds-
form as an entry ballot (how 
conven1entl) and drop 1t of at 
The Other Pressoff1ce at Room 
1020. Make sure to i'nclude 
your name a0d phone-number. 
September 30, 1991 the Other Press 
lat.---------------------Science Made Simple: 
Man's Brain. Woman's Brain. Rushton's Brain. 
Rushton•s Back With a New Study 
TORONTO (CUP)- Three years theAcademicCoalitionforEquality . "The extreme conclusions 
after the publication of his (ACE) at Western, said the studies brought on by suppression get 
controversial race-ranking study, are potentially dangerous. preserved. For instance, when you 
University of Western Ontario He said other studies banabook,itbecomesmorepopular 
psychology professor Philippe concentrating on gender or racial because you've banned it." 
Rushtontheoriesareraisingtheireof superiority have contributed to the For his part, Ewart said a no-
the academic community. development of academic racism, holds-barred approach to academic 
This time, women are the target. which in turnhaveadverselyaffected freedomcandomoreharm than good. 
Rushton and Western zoology social programs and immigration He cited Nazi Germany as a 
professor David Ankney have policies in the U.S. situation where academic freedom 
completed studies they say show 'Those studies have been used in scientific research enabled Nazi 
womenhavesmallerbrainsthanmen. against the middle and working leaders to justify their views on the 
The studies allege that women's classes as well as against women and basis of scientific evidence. 
brains are on average 100 cubic people of color," Ewart said. 
centimetres smaller than men's. "(They have) had a big effect," 
That's eight per cent smaller, even he said. "But Rushton is not an 
afterfactoringintheoveralldifference anomaly in that way. Univedties 
in body size differences between the have played a bad role." 
sexes. But some academics are 
Ankney has argued the staunchlydefendingRushton'sright 
discrepancy could account for the to publish his theories. 
fact that more men go into the The Society for Academic 
mathematical and spatial sciences FreedomandScholarship-agroup 
than women. of 40 Ontario professors- opposes 
'The studies are to be published whatitseesasagrowingmovetoban 
thismonthinlntelligence,ascientific "offensive" materials. 
journal. 
Rushton's race-ranking study, 
published in 1989, claimed that 
Asians are superior to whites who 
are in tum superior to blacks in 
intelligence, lawfulness and sexual 
restraint. 
'The new gender-based studies 
have sparked a new debate at 
Western. 
Peter Ewart, a spokesperson for 
Dr.JohnFuredy,a University of 
Toronto psychology professor who 
is a director of the society, said 
everything should be open to study. 
"The way to ignorance and 
totalitarianism is to forbid the raising 
of certain questions," he said. 
"When you try to suppress the 
issue, yougetamuchmoredoctrinal 
and extreme version. 
Dr. Neil Wiener, a York 
University psychology professor, 
called studies like Rushton's and 
Ankney's "bio-politics," which he 
said have been going on for 2000 
years. 
He said the issue is not freedom 
of speech, but university 
accountability. 
"You can't prevent people from 
articulating their beliefs,"Wiener 
said. 'The real issue is, 'does anyone 
want to fund it?'" 
The onus is on individual 
universities to decide what kind of 
research will be conducted at their 
institution, he noted. 
''The University of Western 
Ontario has provided a very 
comfortableenvironmentin terms of 
allowing him (Rushton) to take time 
offanddoresearch.Nothingrequired 
the university to do so." 
Gouging Students to Pay Deficit 
by Naomi Klein 
TORONTO (CUP) -Ontario's 
provincial government will consider 
raising tuition by SOOpercent, taxing 
provincial student grants and selling 
student loans to banks, according to 
a memo from the province's deputy 
minister of revenue. 
The leaked copy of the 
confidential government memo 
dated July 28 lists a series of ideas 
designed to increase the 
government's non-tax income and 
reduce the province's $10 billion 
deficit. 
In the memo - which was 
addressed to all deputy ministers-
then-provincial Deputy Minister of 
Revenue Kim Noble described the 
initiative. 
"An inter-ministerial working 
committee has been established to 
develop ideas on new major revenue 
generators across the Ontario Public 
Service," she wrote. 
If university tuition was 
increased 500 per cent in Ontario, 
students would pay at least $10,000 a 
year. 
Among the proposals are plans 
to levy a three-per-cent taxon Ontario 
Student Assistance Program grants 
and to increase tuition to "full cost 
recovery" - making students pay 
the full cost of their education. 
Currently, undergraduate 
tuition represents approximately 18 
percentofthefullcostofa student's through the ministry's (of colleges 
education. The rest is funded by and universities) office." 
government transfer payments to 
universities. 
Student loans are presently 
administered by the government-
notbyprivatebanks-andalthough 
there is a three-per- cent federal tax 
on student loans, student grants are 
not taxed. 
Government officials at the 
U of T President Rob Prichard 
said although he supports a tuition 
hiketo25percentofthetotalcostand 
believes programs like U of T' s 
Executive MBA program should be 
allowed to charge at-cost tuition, he 
was unaware the government was 
looking at making students pay the 
~!!!!!!!!!l!ll••llll'••lll!!••~~---••• full cost of II! their 
''They are looking at a edu~~~~not . 
500 per cent increase ~~~ethe~:!~ 
in tuition fees." ~~!o~~t,:: 
inconceivable 
••••••••••••••••••••• foraprovince 
province's Ministry of Colleges and 
UniversitiesandMinistryofTreasury 
and Economics said the list of civil 
servants' ideas will be considered by 
the government. 
'1 can't rule out anything, I can't 
rule in anything either," said Bob 
Parker, senior advisor to the minister 
responsible for post-secondary 
education. 
"This is for the treasurer's 
information,hemaydecidesomeare 
viable." 
Parker added thattheideascame 
from thetreasurer'sofficeandnothis 
ministry. 
"For these projects to see the 
light of day, they would have to go 
with as strong a public education 
system as Ontario to support the 
idea," he said. 
Nicole Seguin, spokesperson for 
the Ontario Federation of Students, 
said she was surprised tthe 
government is considering actions 
that oppose the party's policy of 
freezing tuition in the short-term and 
eliminating it in the long-term. 
'They are looking at a 500 per 
cent increase in tuition fees and 
making OSAP more inaccessible 
when students are facing increasing 
costs with less money," said Seguin. 
"I think this demonstrates a real 
despera tionon the government's part 
to increase revenue." 
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Tortule by Pop Music, Killer Dogs and 
Roommates fDm Hell 
by Romeo Sl Martin, CUP 
You've just moved into 
your new place at the start of 
Septe:Q:lber and it's only 
October, and you want to get 
out. Really badly. Those two 
people whom you thought 
you knew before you started 
livingtogether,havebecome 
your roommates. You don't 
call them your friends, you 
don't even mention their 
names. They just go by 
'~oommates.'' 
You'll soon come to learn that 
when you live with people, even 
people you thought you knew well 
before, the little things mean a lot 
Hidden idiosyncrasies manifest 
themselves in repetitive 
circumstances at a rate that makes 
the term of your lease seem like a life 
sentence in San Quentin 
Oh sure, Jack, Janet and Chrissy 
gotalonggreaton Three's Comptmy, 
but on 1V the dishes get washed by 
some unionized set worker, the 
phone bill is covered by the network 
and Chrissy never 'cut one' every 
time she watched the news. 
Not to say that life should be 
perfect and that no roommate 
situations work out well. Many 
people are lucky enough to find 
roommatestheycanstand,butothers 
aren't so lucky. 
So if you're having a rough time 
and are marking the days until your 
lease expires, don't warry, you're 
not alone. Here are some of the bad 
experiences you may have noticed 
by now. 
The' ....... 
Addition 
I had only lived in my new 
townhouse for three weeks when 
one of my roomies came home with 
a-surprise. 
"What's this?'' I asked. 
'1t's Cujo. Half pitbull, half 
Rottweiler." 
''Well, whose dog is it?'' 
''Mine,canyoubelieveit? I only 
got him for $50, he's got all his shots 
and he can kill on command." 
''You mean to say I now live 
with a vicious dog?'' I asked in 
disgust 
'1sn'titgreat?"hesaidwithglee. 
"Here's his attack command." 
He handed me a folded piece of 
paper, which I unfolded and read. 
The,' it read. 
"The'," I thought "How am I 
going to be able to spend the rest of 
my life without saying 'the'?" 
""You're putting me on," I said. 
'This has got to be some kind of 
joke." 
"What, you don't like Cujo?'' 
'1t's not that I don't like Cujo, 
I'm sure he's a fine member of his 
species.lt'sjusthisattackcommand." 
''What's wrong with it?'' 
''What's wrong with it? It's 
impossiblenottosayit, what the hell 
II 
Rrrrrroooaaarrrr, rrrrrrr 
You're lying in bed one night, 
trying to get some sleep. Suddenly 
youhearthesoundofmusicemitting 
from your roommate's adjacent 
bedroom. 
"Hello, you fool, I love you/ 
Cmon join the joyride /Be a joyrider." 
This becomes a regular 
experience and you begin to have 
sleeping disorders. 
The Oakrklye 
lestaura"t 
161 - 650 W. 41 Ave 
(in Oakridge Mall) 
10% off with ad 
Thenextdayyougethomeearly 
from class and decide to catch up on 
your reading. You sit at your desk in 
the silence of your room. Then your 
roommate comes home and cranks 
the music this time. 
"Hello, you fool, I love you/ 
Cmon join thejoyride/Bea joyrider." 
Your studying begins to slide. 
That weekend you have a party 
at your place and your roommate 
puts on some music. 
"Hello, you fool, I love you/ 
Cmon join thejoyride/Bea joyrider."' 
snooze button again. 
8:00a.m. You wake up. The 
whole apartment feels damp. You 
open the door to the now vacant 
bathroom and step into a world 
wherepeoplecan'tseethemselvesin 
mirrors. Thesteamintheroommakes 
it difficult to breathe. 
8:01 a.m. You step into the 
shower and open the tap. The warm 
water splashes on your body, you 
soak your hair, apply shampoo and 
begin to build a lather. You've been 
in the shower for a full 20 seconds 
when suddenly the flow of hot water 
ends and the water turns ice cold. 
The sensation, mixed with 
the Hades-like temperature of the 
rest of the room, sends your body 
into spasmatic convulsions. you are 
now in a life or death struggle. 
''Must get shampoo out of hair 
.... Must rinse hair ... Must get 
shampoo out of eyes .. Must find 
water tap ... Can't see, but must tum 
tap off." 
8:02. You'reoutoftheshower. 
8:03. Out of the bathroom, only 
to see your roommate eating 
breakfast - with one food from 
S. Veley 
each of~ four major food groups 
-reading the morning paper with 
perfectlyconditioned,moussedand 
blow-dried hair. 
8:04. Unable to comb hair 
because steam has made wiping 
clean the bathroom mirror virtUally 
impossible. 
8:14. Fogfinallyleavesandyou 
comb your hair. 
8:16. Youmissthe8:1Sbusand 
realize you're going to be late again 
for your morning class. 
You grab the 1V guide to see 
what's on for your viewing pleasure 
tonight. As you flip the pages, you 
notice that almost all of the channel 
blocks are filled in with black pen. 
The only channel boxes not filled are 
your roommates' selections. You 
have no choice tonight but to watch 
MacGyoer,Hunterand]akeandtheFat 
Man. Thisshouldcomeasnosurprise, 
since your roommate is the same 
person whothoughtNovawasashow 
about how to maintain an old Chevy 
and that Masterpiece Theiltre was 
hosted by Cy Spirling. 
After watching an hour of 
MacGyver saving the world from a 
complete nuclear holocaust by 
applying a dab of pine tar to a crazed 
leader' sred "doomsday" button, you 
begin to grow tired of the antics of 
MacGyver. Y oudecidetogiveHunfe7 
a try. 
Hunter and his partner, on 
another one of their regular high-
speed chases through the alleyways 
of Los Angeles, squeal their tires, fire 
their pistols and sideswipe the bad 
guy's car in a scene which runs for 
five minutes with background music 
from The Mod Squad. Following the 
spectacular chase, Hunter emerges 
from his car, pulls out his pistol and 
shouts, ''Freeze! Police!" 
Your roommate, whohadsaton 
the edge of his seat for the entire 
chase scene - like the villains are 
goingtogetaway-turns to you and 
incomplete seriousness says, ''Wow, 
that Fred Dryer is some actor." 
I had only lived with Cujo for 
three days, most of them spent in 
hospital getting tetanus shots, when 
I decide to give him a surprise of his 
own. 
"C'mon, Cujo, let's go for a 
walk." 
"Rooofff, rooofff," he says. 
Little did he know that he was 
headed to a distinct society where 
there was civil law, different culture 
and the only articles he would hear 
would be '1e", "la" et '1es". There 
would be no "the" and Cujo could 
live a much less aggressive lifestyle. 
"Goodbye, boy ;'I said with tears 
in my eyes- the tears were caused 
by a reaction to one of Cujo's bites. 
"Roooff, rooooffff," he said for 
the last time. 
As I watched Cujo prance down 
Brunette, I knew he would lead a 
better life never having to hear the 
attack command whichwasthemost 
common word in the English 
language. 
Butevenifhedidattacksomeone 
it would be okay because, it was my 
understanding, the Maillardville 
police wereexpertsinhandlingthese 
types of situations. 
"Goodbye, old friend, goodbye." 
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ROADKILLS: A· Not Very Shocking Expoxse 
usually the slowest way of getting to 
or from anywhere, and waiting for a 
bus at an unsheltered stop will 
convince you thatpublictransitisnot 
weatherproof. On the other hand, 
buses are environmentally friendly 
andcheap.Skytrainisanothermatter. 
It is easily the most environmentally 
friendly transportation short of 
bicycles, and if you live in the right 
place, Skytrain will burn past buses, 
bikes and cars. Incidentally, Skytrain 
and the bus are by far the safest ways 
to get to class. 
Motorcycle -Motorcycles are fuel 
efficient, easy to park, and fast; an 
aggressivemotorcyclistcancover the 
samedistanceasacarina significant! y 
lower amount of time, and the more 
congested the route the greater the 
time difference. Motorcycles also 
enjoyaspecialadvantageatDouglas 
College: even when the underground 
parking is "full," the parking 
attendants will let bikes in. This is 
bec!usethereareseveralcornersand 
alcoves that are unusable for cars, 
and all are designated as motorcycle 
parking. These spots are never full 
andat25cents per hour,itis probably 
the best parking deal in the Lower 
Mainland. Motorcycles have some 
serious disadvantages though. 
Motorcycles are not as 
environmentally friendly as one 
might expect - the emissions 
standards for bikes are surprisingly 
lax-and a fuel-i!fficient car such as 
the Geo Metro will get better mileage 
than all but the smallest of 
motorcycles. Nor are motorcycles 
weatherproof; while there is some 
excellent rain gear available for 
1:uc:1er1tsChargedwith Sexual Assault 
(CUP) - Admitting it 
'UJ.'"-'"'"' the investigation of an 
rape a year ago, the RCMP 
charged three men with 
assaulting a fellow student 
pus residence at the 
Huv"'"~"v College of Cape Breton 
A woman first went to the 
, N.S., detachment of the 
and reported an alleged 
in September 1991. Police 
her, saying there was not 
evidence to lay charges 
the three men she accused. 
story." 
The woman's lawyer, Elizabeth 
Cusack Walsh. said her client wasn't 
surprised thatthethreestudents were 
charged. 
'We knew there was enough 
evidence," Cusack Walsh said. 
She said the RCMP officer who 
charged the alleged victim with public 
mischief should be disciplined. 
According to the RCMP, the 
force is reviewing its handling of the 
case, but an internal investigation 
has not been launched. 
Donald Fewer, the school' sdean 
of student services, 
We admit the whole 
ingwasnot 
said the university 
could mete out its 
own punishment if 
the students are 
found guilty of 
sexual assault. 
led right," said 
Bill Price. 
"According to the 
school's judicial 
code, any student 
who is charged 
with an incident at 
the university or at 
Instead, they charged the 19-
woman with public 
a charge that was later 
for lack of evidence. 
, police admit they made a 
11, theRCMPinHalifax 
ovoe•nurr"''-' the early decision not to 
with the case. Two former 
and one returning student 
charged with sexual 
'We admit the whole thing was 
lOtl'lall<fiedright." said Sgt. Bill Price, 
spokesperson. "She should 
her day in court." 
When sheoriginallyapprooched 
one RCMP officer repeatedly 
woman that she had not been 
'""''"''''"'A' the woman said in a 
last fall. 
''He used words like 'baloney' 
'bull' when I tried to explain 
h"'n"''""'rl " she said. "He 
hr~>;lh>n".n to humiliate me further if 
did not cooperate by changing my 
a university-related event could be 
punished," Fewer said. 
The punishment could range 
from a fine to expulsion, he said. 
UCCB's interim president 
William Gallivan said the alleged 
incident has heightened awareness 
ofsafetyforwomenamongstudents. 
Over the past year, the school 
has started educating students about 
acquaintancerapeandalcoholabuses, 
Gallivan said in a statement 
The three men charged are: 
George B. Power, 19, of Stephenville, 
Nfld., Perry S. Winklemann,. 24, of 
Calgary, and Paul R. Mcinnis, 23, of 
Burlington, Ont. 
They will be arraigned in Sydney 
on Oct. 29. 
Price said Power has returned to 
UCCB this year, but Mcinnis and 
Winklemann have not. 
The woman has not returned to 
the school. 
motorcycles,itisnomatchforthefull 
enclosure of a car. As well, there is 
the safety issue. Motorcycles are one 
ofthemostdangerous ways of getting 
around; and anyone who chooses to 
ride a motorcycle must address the 
safety issue. 
Bicycles - Bicycles are even more 
fuel efficient, even easier to park, 
and, depending on where you live, 
can be the fastest way of getting to 
class. Of course, bicycles can also be 
theslowestand mostexhaustingroute 
to school, but how much do you 
want from transportation that has 
zero emissions and makes you 
healthier? As for weatherproofing, 
see the entry above on motorcycles, 
althoughbicyclesarealmosteasierto 
deal with in the rain; rain does not 
obscure your vision as dangerously 
at 15 km/h. and you are typically 
expected to change your clothes at 
your destination whether or not you 
get sooked by rain. And again, the 
safety issue must be addressed. An 
interesting aside on the subject of 
safety is the growing popularity of 
bicycle helmets. I trace this to an 
increasing awareness of the dangers 
of bicycling, combined with the 
introduction of helmets that look 
good enough to make a fasion 
statement. 
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• 4MB RAM /64K Cache 
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•105MB FutltSu Hard Drive (18 ms) 
•1MB Trident VGA Card (1024.768) 
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• Microsoft Mouse 
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NOW 
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WARRANTY! 
In the end, however, the main reason 
for riding a bike of either kind to 
school is for fun. If I had my choice, 
I wouldridemymotorcycletoschool 
every day, and the bicycles parked in 
front of the bookstore even in the 
dead ofwintertestifytothededication 
of a few hard-core bicyclists. 
A Final Note: The Douglas 
College Motorcycle Oub is holding 
itsfirstmeetingonMonday,October 
5, 4:00pm, room 2803, New 
Westminster campus. Dare to be 
socially unacceptable. 
Next Week: Douglas College by 
parachute. 
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Mann Seal 'The Last .of the Mohicans' 
"A little lower, Danny ..• now to the left ••• aaaaaahhhhhhhhh. That's it." 
King's X: A Worthwhile Musical Enigma 
by Byrun Stedmann 
King'sXisintheoddpositionof 
not sounding like any band that has 
preceded them. Theyareanentityall 
to themselves. Thispositionformany 
musicians today is as desirable as 
nirvana is to a Buddhist. King's X 
musicisverymuchtheirownmusic; 
they are one the most original bands 
out there (along with Living Colour 
and Fishbone). 
Originality, 
however,doesnotensure 
air play or promotion. 
AOR ( Album Oriented 
Rock)and College Radio 
are both reticent to give 
King's X ample air play, 
if any at all. 
AOR 1>tations have 
stuck to using safe 
formulas that they 
believe will increase and 
maintain their ratings, 
creating in the process 
sterile, repetitive 
listening. AOR stations 
go with music that has 
been proven to be a 
success, thus the birth of 
the" classic rocks ta tion." 
I figured that AOR 
would snatch up a band 
like King's X; after 
all,their songs are very 
diverse ranging from 
ballads ( I loathe this 
term), to hard driving songs ("The 
World Around Me" or "Moanjam" 
),and to songs withaclassicrockfeel, 
like "Over My Head" from the album 
Gretchen Goes to Nebraska. 
But, King's X isn't easily 
classified which means that AOR 
would be taking a chance by playing 
them, so they are relegated to late 
nightairplayandspecialtyprograms 
(e.g.heavymetalhours,etc.).King's 
X is growing in popularity and has 
had some fairly successful singles in 
the states, but some station 
programmers seem to be remaining 
steadfastlyconservativeinhowmuch 
airplaytheycangivetoKing'sXand 
true modern bands like them. 
I also expected college radio and 
alternative or modem rock radio to 
pick up on King's X. but to my 
knowledge they seem to be avoiding 
them as well (except for QSF, SFU' s 
station). The band is apparently not 
alternative enough, they are too 
conventional. 
Idisagree.King'sXisexpanding 
the vocabulary of rock music, 
reforming old cliches into something 
new and innovative, they treat their 
music like art ,which is more than I 
can say for many alternative bands 
thatdogetairplay.Itismyhopethat 
radiostationscanovercometheirfear 
of taking risks and take a risk on 
King's X. 
At this point I'd like to 
recommend their albums to you . 
First up isOut of the Silent Planet, 
from 1988. This is the weaker of thP 
four albums, but it is still very good. 
The songs are simpler but 
definitely not simplistic. Check out 
these tracks in particular: 'Visions, 
'Far Far Away ,' and 
'PowerofLove.'Next up 
isGretchen Goes to 
Nebraska. Gretchen ... has 
been critically acclaimed 
as King's Xfinestalbum, 
and is the album I 
recommend to get first. 
Myfavoritetracks 
are: 'Pleadeis,' 'Fall On 
Me,'Out of the Silent 
Planet,' ... basically I like 
every song. The third 
album , Faith Hope Love, 
which produced, to my 
knowledge, the bands 
first radio single ( which 
C-FOX did play ),'It's 
Love.' 
I recommend you 
get this album after 
Gretchen. Tracks to receive 
my praise are as follows: 
'Mr. Wilson', 'Moanjam', 
'We Were Born to be 
Loved',andthetitletrack. 
The latest album whichissimply 
called King's X, is an odd one for me. 
I really like the individual songs, but 
I think the album as a whole is just 
above average. Check out, 'Silent 
Wind,' 'The Big Picture,' and 'What I 
Know About Love.' 
I hope you will give this band a 
listen and enjoy them as much as I 
do. 
It's tht Otad Air Spatt 
that lnsulatts. 
The Last of the Mohictms is a big 
movie. A very bigmovie.Infacta big 
movie of epic proportions. A very 
big movie with a big budget . Big 
actors ... many actors-and also a big 
flop. 
The Last of the Mohicans 
directed by Michael Mann 
Cinplex-Odeon 
reveiwed by Angela Chiotakos 
I am incredibly disappointed 
with this movie for big, big reasons. 
Where to begin ... well, lets start with 
the biggest reason-Michael Mann. 
Michael Mann produced and 
directed this movie, and also co-wrote 
the screen play with Christopher 
Crowe. Now, what do you expect to 
get when you throw wads o' cash at 
the man who brought you Miami 
Vice? 
Mann seems to be suffering from 
an extreme case of over control-he 
spreads himself far too thin where he 
desperately needs thetalentsofothers 
by his side (or more appropriately, 
holding his hand). 
The screenplay, based on the 
novel by James Fenimore Cooper, is 
a sad attempt at historical drama. 
The dialogue is corny, the scenes are 
disjointed, and the movie in general 
is difficult to follow. At times I found 
myself exclaiming, "oh, puke," under 
mybreath;evenmoresurprisingwas 
the woman beside me nodding in 
agreement. Mann should definitely 
not be allowed to write anything to 
be made for human consumption. 
Ever .... NEVER. 
The cinematography is 
beautiful, unfortunately Mann's 
direction kills it. There are too many 
cliche shots of man cradling woman 
in the shadow of the setting sun 
The shots are wide and 
expansive, filmed with a wide lens 
for much, if not all, of the movie. 
Mann, in trying to recreate the feel of 
the vast, open environment, left me 
feeling alienated. The shots are so 
wide I feel like I'm lost. 
Daniel Day-Lewis 
unconvincingly plays a white man, 
Hawkeye, adopted as a child by a 
Mohicans family. The two main 
(white) women in this movie are the 
best things going for this movie. 
MadeleineStowandJohdiMay, who 
portray Cora and Alice Munro, the 
daughters of a British Colonel, are 
magnif.cent. These women took 
mediocre roles in a bad script, and 
yet they still created interesting and 
realistic people. 
Most insulting is that this movie 
isn'tevenaboutMohicans! It'sabout 
a bunch of white people, a bunch of 
white people using natives, a bunch 
of white people ... etc. It portrays 
natives in a stereotypical fashion. 
I have yet to see a historic 
which dOP..s not portray first 
peoples in a war mongering 
aggressive light. There are at 
twenty peopTe scalped by 
butl wonder how many people 
that scalping was first started by 
Europeans. 
The bad guy, a native 
Magu~portrayedby 
WesStudi,is the typical u•uuu1uw 
"savage". He is out to a 
murder of his family by the 
the attack apparently led by 
Munro, played by Maurice 
Not only does he seek out 
but his daughters as 
paraphrase, Magua 
"I want you to know I will 
your seed from the earth". 
Studi, in fact, makes 
the character he plays. In the 
releaseheisquotedassaying,," 
Indian on the North 
continent can in some way 
with this man because of the loss 
has suffered. Better men, lesser 
would have done the same things 
does .... So he isn't really a bad 
He's a man clouded by passion 
maybe temporarily insane." 
The 
operative 
word is BIG 
Walk, Don't Run to See Sneakers 
by Deanne Vanessen 
Ok, so the Vancouver Sun said 
it sucked. The Strait said it shone. I 
say that if you're in the mood for a 
light-hearted thriller that's typically 
"HOLLYWOOD," but can offer a 
lot oflaughs, see SNEAKERS. But, 
don't expect the familiar from the 
incredible lineup; Ben Kingsley, 
Robert Redford, River Pheonix, 
Sidney Portier, Dan Ackroid, Mary 
McDonnell and Donald Crease. Each 
actor brings his or her own 
personality into the movie. The 
combined effect is phenomenal! It 
serves to bring the plot to a climax, 
in a subtle sort-of way. 
"Sneakers" is a company made 
up of ex-convicts, retroactive 
hippies, blind hackers and ex-CIA 
agents who work at breaking into 
buildings testing their security 
systems. The group is "hired" by 
the "U.S. Government'' to locate a 
mysterious black box. Once they 
have it they find out what it can do. 
The U.S., the U.S.S.R. and several 
organized crime rings are all 
togotoanylength to get it. The 
is on! 
I was very impressed with 
message of group 
through working together. 
I liked the way the 
flowed. I don't think any other 
could have pulled this off 
successfully with half of the 
this group of actors did. 
Myonlycriticismis uta•u•uu• 
Sneakers too "perfect 
predictable." The action 
seemed too staged for the 
movie. 
I also felt that Robert 
and Sidney Poitier hogged 
spotlight, even if their acting 
impeccable. I was happy to 
Mary McDonnell playing the 
of an intelligent woman as 
to that of a bimbo. Still, her 
could have been written into 
script a little more cleverly. 
All in all, this is a ver 
entertaining movie. Defini 
worth the charge on Tuesdays! 
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PUBLIC MEETING! II 
FREE TRADE & MULRONEY'S CONSTITUTION 
JUST SAY NOll! 
''The Constitutional Crisis has been deliberately created by Mulroney to 
destabilize the Canadian federation and divert public attention from the 
destruction of the Canadian economy and the transfer of our sovereignty 
to the U.S." DAVID ORCHARD, A Saskatchewan farmer, author 
& National Chairman of Citizens Concerned About Free Trade 
(CCAFl) 
Mr. Orchard's speech will examine the destrucffon of Canada's economy under 
free trade and the weakening .and balkini~ng of Canada by the Cons1itutionall 
FREE ADMISSION 
ALL WELCOME 
accord to be voted October 26th. 
Sponsored by 
CCAFT 
683-3733 
QUESTION 
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Notre Dame and Nanaimo Victorious 
by Baine Leong 
Douglas College's Women's 
volleyball team hosted its Fifth 
Annual Royal Classic Sr. Girls 
Highschool Tournament on 
September 25th and 26th. 
The purpose of the tournament 
was to fundraise money for the 
Women's 
for college and university scouts to 
see some of the senior year girls in 
action." 
In the Consolation round, 
Nanaimo defeated Frank Hurt in on 
thesemi-finals 15-5, 15-12,meanwhile 
North Delta defeated Seaquam 11-
15,17-16, 15-5. 
Nanaimo stomped North Delta 
volleyball 
team. Each 
team pays 
fifty dollars 
t 0 
participate. 
0 n e 
thousand 
dollars was 
raised and 
the funds 
will go 
''In the end, I think 
we were the more 
cohesive team." 
towards 
travelling expenses and other such 
things. 
The Round-Robin tournament 
consisted of four pools, involving J twentyschoolsfromacross the Lower 
.. Mainland. 
I!! ''It's good for the girls to come i out," saysJoannaHorvath,amember 
of Douglas's volleyball team. 
"it's also a great opportunity 
15-7,4-15, 15-11 in the final round to 
become the "Consolation Round 
Winners". 
For the semi-finals, Notre Dame 
bumped out Bible Fellowship and 
Little Flower Academy took St. Pat's 
out of competition of the finals. 
The final game placed Notre 
DameagainstLittleFlower Academy. 
Notre Dane pulled a strong lead to 
win the first set 15-1. In the second 
set, L.FA. put on a better match. In 
the end, however, Notre Dame, 
determined to win, came back to 
defeat L.FA. 15-13 and to become 
the Tournament Champs 
Notre Dame's head coach, 
Domonic Cooke was pleased with 
the matches his team played. 
'The team played hard and 
L.FA.gaveusagoodmatch," 
Cooke commented,"but in 
the end, I think we were the 
morecohesiveteam. Wehad 
excellent serving from the 
entire team." 
The All-star team was as 
follows: 
Monica Vander Ploeg-Bible 
Fellowship 
Marina Moti - St. Pat's 
Hilary Whiting- Nanaimo 
Joanne Blesch-Notre Dame 
Sandy Kukolj- Notre Dame 
Ami Kanakos - L.F.A. (also 
tournament MVP) 
On behalf of the participants, 
we'd like to thank all the volunteers 
for their hard work from concession 
to the officials to the coordinator, 
Dave Dacanale, for putting on an 
excellent tournament. 
Douglas Demolishes Techies in Women•s Soccer 
by Baine Leong down our number of players rather 
than bringing in a cricket score." 
Douglas pulled to a strong lead 
in the first twenty minutes. 
Throughout the half, Douglas 
pressured the BCIT defense and 
forced through to score. 
second point came from Michelle 
Postera, unassisted. 
Danielle Dumaresq scored the 
next two goals unassisted, and the 
fifth goal, assist~ by Postera. Sonya 
Mior, assisted by Sara Weatherby, 
brought in the sixth goal. 
However, as two of BCIT's 
Saturday, September 26th, the 
Womens Soccer team started an 
unusualgameas BCIT arrived with 
onlysevenplayerstostart at Queen's 
ParkStadium. Douglasaccomodated 
thelackofplayersbytakingoffthree 
of the eleven players. Coach Dan 
Jones commented,"! think we 
achievedmoreinthegamebycutting 
Jennifer Branco scored the initial players could not continue past half- Next action 
goal,assistedbyAngelaKermer. The time the referee stopped the game, Douglas Women's 
Soccer: 
Royals Win, But lt•s Not the Douglas College Royals 
by Baine Leong blocked Douglas' chances to score. 
The Douglas' goalie nearly 
Douglas College's Mens Soccer matched the Royal Road goalie in 
Team hosted theRoyalRoodsofRoyal stopping ball tries for goal, but could 
Roads Military College at Queens not prevent two goals by #7 of the 
Park Stadium on September 26th. Royal Roads, in the first thirty five 
The DC Royals were pressured minutes. 
by the offense of the Royal Roads. By half time, Royal Roads lead 
The game was definitely a challenge 3-0 against Douglas. 
for the team. Good scoring chances The Douglas Royals came 
by Joseph Nakhla, Nick Tassone, chargingbackwhenJosephNakhala 
Chris Clemet, and Skylesh Mishra · scoredwithinthefirstfifteenminutes 
were foiled as the Royal Road goalie of the second half. A second goal was 
As the Defending B.C. Champions ••• 
The Douglas College Golf team 
won its 5th consecutive BCCAA 
Golf Tournament at Cowichan Golf 
and CountryClubonSeptember19th 
and 20th. 
On Saturday, Douglas gained a 
two-stroke lead over Malaspina with 
a team total of 230. Individual scores 
included have Brendan Sheldon 73, 
Bryn Parry 78, Robert Ruff 79, Steve 
Haldane 19, Neil Dodson 81. 
On Sunday, Douglas increased 
their lead to six shots over Malaspina 
on the strength of a fine 71 by Bryn 
Pany,KrisKardleyofDouglasscored 
79, Neil Dodson scored 78 and Steve 
Haldana had 80. 
Brendan Sheldan was a Low 
Gross on Saturday, meanwhile Bryn 
Parry was Low Gross Sunday, the 
overall gross. 
scored by Douglas in the last ten 
minutes of the game. 
Royal Roads came out 
victorious 3-2 against Douglas. 
TherecordforDouglasstandsat -
1 win and 2loses. a9.lllins1tOl<:aNtgaJ:tatl 
Next action for Douglas is 
against Okanagan in Kelowna on 
October 4th. Kick off time is 3pm. 
October 10th, Douglas plays at 
Queens Park against Capilano, kick 
off time is 2pm. 
looks on curiously 
QUEEN ELIZABETH THEATRE 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18- 5:00/8:00 P.M. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 19- 8:00 P.M. 
TICkets available at all TICKETMASTER locations, Sport Mart, Eatons, 
Woodward's stores, and INFOCENTRES in majOr malls. . • ••• 
BROUGHrrovouav Charge by Phone: 280-4444 ~ 
'~CIIIWr·~nrouve,1rSun C) 0 ~ ~ ~ <Ji;~ DISCOUNT SUPERSTORE 
.. 
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EDITORIAl. 
There has been much talk recently about education: its 
role in our society, and who is entitled to receive an education 
in the first place. 
A few years ago, there was a television show called Max 
Headroom: 20 Minutes Into the Future. In one particular 
episode, a man ~ho was obviously not in a position of either 
wealth or stature was arrested for showing an educational 
video to some of the neighbourhood childrel\ a video for 
which he did not pay. 
As he was led away handcuffed into the waiting police 
van, he shouted at the magistrate who was overseeing the 
operation, "You can't do this! Education is a right!" 
The magistrate's cool response: "Only for those who can 
pay." 
This seems to be the very situation in which we as a society 
presently find ourselves, as both governments, post-secondary 
administrations and educated alike suggest that the only 
people who are deserving of an education are those who can 
eitherafforditfinanciallyorwhosepastmarksareaboveapre-
determined standard. 
Government funding for ed~cation is continually being 
decreased; classes are continually being scaled down or even 
cut entirely; and inevitably more and more students are being 
turned away. As a society we also seem to be misinterpreting 
the very meaning of the word 'education'. 
One dictionary meaning of the verb 'educate' is 'to develop 
and cultivate mentally and morally,' a task which far exceeds 
mere job training. Obviously the demand for continuing 
educationisthere;itseemsludicroustodenythesepeoplethat 
which is not only what they want, but is also theirs by right. 
By placing restrictions on access to education, Douglas 
College is in effect placing students' futures in jeopardy ,like a 
bureaucratic Wheel of Fortune: 'Sorry, student x, looks like 
you'velandedonLoseATurn. Ohwell,betterlucknextyear.' 
Students must take action to let Douglas College 
administration know how they feel, and try to fight this trend. 
The consequences are far too serious to do otherwise. 
t1te Q 
r-essifF 
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TheOther PressisDouglasCollege'sautonomousstudentnewspaper 
since 1976. 
Being autonomous means neither the Douglas College Students' 
Society or the College administration can tell the Other Press what to 
print. Only you, the students, can decide what goes in the paper by 
helping out. 
We receive our funding from a student levycolleeted from you every 
semester at registration, and also from local and national advertising 
revenue. 
The Other Press is a member of the Canadian University Press, a 
cooperative of almost 50 student newspapers from across Canada. We 
adhere to CUP's Statment of Common Principles and Code of Ethics. 
The Other Press reserves the right not to publish anything sexist, 
racist. homophobic, or against the principles of good taste. Letters 
received by the Other Press should be a maximum of 300 words, typed, 
and contain the name, program of study, and student number of the 
writer(althoughthelattercanbewithhelduponrequest).TheOtherPress 
reserves the right to edit for space constraints. And double<heck your 
spelling and grammar: letters are printed uncorrected. The collective is 
the final arbiter of disputes. PHONE- 525-3542 FAX- 527-5095. 
Staff This Issue 
We quibbled over food, what to order and who to order from. One 
staffer was a vegetarian, one was known to puke, and the rest were 
reasonablypassive.TonySousadibbled-dabbledonthecomputerasTara 
Campbell became defensive over a happy Chris" macaroon" MacLaren 
who wandered in and out between classes. Elaine Leong ventured down 
to Chicago Tonight to get a story on ladies night, but the club was closed, 
and anyhow, Angus Adair beat her to it Mark Foster commented on the 
red spots which danced around the boom box. Little did he know it was 
the ghost of Cord Belec, who had eaten some bad pizza and decided to 
haunt those stupid production martyrs. Tim decided to kill the giant, 
mutant fly sitting on his chair, but on realizing "Harry'' knew the answer 
to life, the universe and everything, decided he wasen' tsuch a bad fly after,,,,. 
all. Byron Stedmann became increasingly warped as the night went on"} 
Angela Chiotakos, who ventured out to her car around 2:00 am, was''!: 
locked out for a short while 'cause a security guard ignored her banging{ 
on the door'. Sean Veley demonstrated a natural talent for dancing andf 
expressed his inexplicable love for The Mr. T Experience, while Marion{ 
Drakos came in to do some work after she ~d been shot down in herf 
Criminology class. Adrienne Merlo came in to type up an epitaph for an/ 
old friend, and Ryan Cousineau had declared himself a bastion of:!!: 
conservatism. Hilary Allan declared herself a republican anarchist, but) 
didn't know what it meant. Deanne Vanessen ,confused and sedated,) 
made contact with the underworld, but hung up on hearing the calti 
would cost .25 cents a minute. Delusions and delirium ran rampant on( 
Tuesday_ night production, then subsided into cramped{' 
~ 
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stop Whining 
and Support 
Reg Policy! 
I can't believe ''The Other Press" 
allowed the article "Student 
Demoralized By Registration" on its 
frontpageletaloneinthepaperatall. 
Another letter along the same lines 
was allowed on page six. What 
w . hiningl 
The front page article describes 
student Rob Romo's unfortunate 
plight with Douglas's new G.P .A. 
priority system for registration. Poor 
Rob has a G.P .A. of 1.9. What are we 
supposed to do, Rob? Shall our 
education system settle for 
mediocrity? If anything, education 
inB.C.needstoincreaseitsstandards. 
WaJ<e up, Rob! The real world, with 
an ·increasingly poor economy, is 
becoming more competitive than 
ever. Whatareyougoingtodowhen 
a prospective employer passes you 
over for someone with a higher 
G.P .A.? If you wrote the Sun or the 
Province to complain, they'd tell you 
exactly what I'll tell you now. Those 
who work hard at achieving a high 
G.P .A. ar-e more deserving. and will 
be looked at more seriously by 
employers. Rob's quote, '1 want to 
come here and get my courses and 
getthehellout'',demonstratesexactly 
what kind of student he is. 
Inregards to Patrick Lawrence's 
letter "Enrollment Policy Affects 
Student's Future", the seven spelling 
mistakes speak for themselves. 
Patrick jumps on the "political-
correctness" bandwagon by crying 
discrimination and includes himself 
with others not able to make the 
grade., He then adds that the 
financiallyunfortunateareincluded. 
Hell, I'm poor and nobody has 
discriminated against me! Patrick, 
why don't you start your own 
pOlitically correct interest group. I'll 
proof read your newsletters. 
The enrollment policy is more 
than just and fair. It helps to increase 
standards in our educational system 
while making our graduates more 
competitive for future employment. 
Sure, it would be nice to be Judged on 
attributes like interpersonal skills, 
imagination, or social sensitivities, 
buthowobjective and accurate could 
that be? As for now, the G.P .A. 
priority system is, in all probability, 
the most accurate system for 
measuring academic achievement. 
The most appropriate advice for 
studentslikeRobandPatrickistotry 
a little harder. As for the "Other 
Press", try to look beyond stories of 
self-pityJandgiveussomerealnews. 
Peter Sabourin 
Collective note:. We would be happy 
if you dropped by room 1020 to help 
write some real news. 
Marching with 
Mulroney 
The latest "make or break the 
nation" constitutional accord, Meech 
Lake II, wasannouncedAug.20,1992. 
Those who opposed the package 
were, Brian Mulroney declared, 
"enemies of Canada." Joe Oark said, 
"the day of Judgment is at hand." 
Thus the nation, where not a soul has 
seen the text of the document, were 
warned- the men who had sold 
Canada to the U.S. under the FfA professesitscommitmenttonational 
and who are at this moment programmes,RhapsodizedAug.24, 
upgrading that sale under the that Joe (lark has made her want to 
NAFfA. "vote Tory''. The "'new'' premiers, 
Why was this most sweeping Harcourt, Romanow and Rae, the 
constitutional change since 1867 ink scarcely dry Qn their elections 
necessary? According to the promises to fight "the Mulroney 
government-anditscheerleadersin agenda," now sing with him in 
the "opposition" - constitutional exactlythesamekeyasVanderZalm, 
amendmentswererequired because Devine and Peterson before them 
Quebec was "left out" of the and with precisely the same lack of 
constitutionin1982.1nrealityin1981, mandate from the electorate to 
73 of 75 M.P.'s from Quebec voted mangle the constitution. Native 
for the repatriated constitution. In leaders, who in 1990 declared they 
Quebec'slegislaturetheLiberalparty were opposing Meech Lake to save 
voted forit. It was rejected by the PQ . the country, have now emerged, 
governmentwhosestatedreasonfor reincarnated as salesmen (and 
being was to take Quebec out of women) for Brian Mulroney's 
Canada. A Gallup poll in Quebec demolition of Canada. They have 
(LAPress,June19, 1982)foundonly received large, new powers for 
16% opposed the new constitution. themselves including a whole new 
Nor were there demands from level of government without a hint 
Quebec for further changes to the of checks and balances, without any 
constitution when Mulroney came system of accountability to rank and 
to power in 1984. In the 1990s, polls file natives, and with the power to 
haveconsistentlyshownthatlessthan override the Charter of Rights 
10% ofQuebecerssee the constitution whenever ordinary Indians question 
as a national priority. this new, Canadian ap~d. 
Theso-calledconstitutionalcrisfs Theseconstitutionalchanges will 
has been deliberately created by weaken the east-west ties that bind 
MulroneytodestabilizetheCanadian Canadainordertofacilitatethenorth-
Confederation. What Canadians are south bondsoffreetrade.18thcentury 
experiencing is an orchestrated Poland gave each noble veto power 
campaign to create a sound and fury over decisions in its parliament. The 
thatwilldivertpublicattentionfrom resulting paralysis led ultimately to 
the destruction of the Canadian Poland's absorption by Prussia, 
economy and the transfer of its RussiaandAustria.Canadaislocked 
sovereignty to the U.S. And, if into the economic embrace of the 
possible to preserve enough of most powerful nation ever known. 
Mulroney's Quebec base to ensure The last thing it needs is the 
his re-election. destructionofitsexistingconstitution. 
Thisdocumentgoeswell beyond 
Meech Lake I inhandingnewpowers 
to the already bloated provinces. 
There is to be no more Canadian 
culture,fromnowonit'sB.C.culture, 
Saskatchewan culture or Nova Scotia 
culture. The new Senate, instead of 
providing protection for the smaller 
provinces, will, wheninconflictwith 
the House of Commons, sit in a joint 
session and be easily swamped by 
the newly expanded House (36m ore 
members from Ontario and Quebec). 
The people can't, apparently, be 
trusted to elect their own senators, so 
thepremierpfQuebecgetstoappoint 
them.Each province receives the right 
to pull out of national cost shared 
programs, set up their own and 
receive federal funds for doing so. 
There will be no new national 
programs in the new Canada. The 
abhorrent notwithstanding clause 
(sec. 33) which allows Ottawa and 
each province to override the basic 
legal fights of citizens contained in 
the Charter of Rights - forced into 
the constitution by power grubbing 
western pi'e~liers in 1981 -has not 
been abolished; it has now also been 
given to the new native elite to use as 
they see fit. 
To top it off each province has 
received the right of veto over any 
further institutional change thereby 
casting in stone this self serving 
document -the prime minister's 
new election platform- where it 
will hang in perpetuity like a 
millstone around the necks of future 
generations. 
And what of her Majesty's loyal 
opposition, those elected and paid to 
oppose? As with Meech Lake 1, they 
are marching in lock step with 
Mulroney. The liberals in their 
ongoing rush to betray the legacy of 
Pierre Trudeau, have rolled over 
offering their throats to Mulroney in 
submission. Nancy Riche, president 
of the NDP, a party which regularly 
David Orchard 
national chairperson of Citizens 
Concerned About Free Trade 
No Sex 
Please, We're 
Students 
In yourSeptember1, 1992article 
titled "the Sexual Politics of Birth 
Control" you fail to mention the best, 
100% guaranteed method of 
preventing accidental pregnancies 
andSTD's. 
DON'T HAVE SEX!! 
Yes, That'sright, theancientbirth 
conrtol method of ABSTINENCE. 
People do live without "getting 
layed" for extended periods of time, 
and in a more comfortable manner 
than those who contract STD's or 
become accidentally pregnant. 
Consider ALL the alternatives 
before it's too late. 
I Have a Nose 
to Pick With 
You 
Hey you snots! 
Why do you continually waste 
our time? Who the hell is Tundra 
Woman? Why the hell should I care? 
She's just an invention of communist 
idealism. I'm sick of you P .C. liberals 
tryingtocram the environment down 
my throat. I'm sick of your lame'o 
stories, when are you going to start 
being journalists and quit being 
propagandists. To all of you I send a 
heart -felt PISS OFF! 
name withheld 
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Mulroney to Sell Our Country 
By Gord Belec the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFf A). 
The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Not only is this agreement 
finally flower into an industrialized sell out our country to do so. As big 
nation, with NAFfA being the businesscontinuestorunourcountry 
fertilizer Mexico's economy so because our political leaders only 
Agreement (F.T A), was supposed supposed to open up 
to change the future of Canadian the American mark~!!!!!!!!!!!lll•••·~~.---~~·-•••1111!!.•••~--~------:x~~~~~~a~g~~tho~; ~~!et~Tp~p;~~The reality of becoming the last 
~~~ ~~~:~~ ~n~r-~ ~:~t:o~s ;~ke~~!generation of middle class is 
business and the statistics prove it. · well. h ced • s%s~~=~~iol::~l:!~~~= we~: :~!fg;en an with NAFTA. 
the F.TA, and bankruptcies are at dealing with th~---•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
the highest levels in years. Let us not , Americans in the past 
desperately needs. have their interest at hand, and not 
Yes, we should be helping our · the interests of the people who have 
Mexican friends, but we shouldn't voted them in, we will continue to 
watch our country crumble before 
our eyes. 
The reality of becoming the last 
generation of middle class is 
enhancedwithNAFfA.Therichwill 
become even more filthier rich and 
the poor will become destitute. 
As long as we continue to elect 
these people with the elitist attitudes 
and interests to Ottawa, our country 
will continue to be pounded into the 
ground and our children will have 
nothing to build upon once this 
country has been sold from under 
our feet. Mulroney's selling, and the 
Americans are buying. 
forget Canadian business moving four years should have put a freeze 
south to enjoy the advantages the ontalkswithNAFfAuntiltheF.T.A. 
Americans hav€with the F.T A In has been reconciled, but here we sit 
four years, there have been a number awaiting our final sell out by tht? 
of disputes, throwing the F.T .A. into Mulroney government Obviously 
non-stop controversy. we're not feaming that competing 
Beerandlumberexportsarethe with American protectionists is an 
Canada•s Next Generation 
most common complaints from the impossibletask,nomatterhowmany by Gord Belec 
U.S.,cryingfoulandsayingourgoods dispute mechanisms are ::..!....::.:.:..::..=.:.:..--------
are unfairly subsidized. The most implemented into~ agreement. 
infamous controversy to date has The Bush administration is 
been the Honda dispute which the slumping in the polls as it mones 
AmericansclaimedHondacarsmade toward the November election; the 
inCanadadidnotqualifyforthefree Mulroney government is facing the 
trade advantages, claiming North same situation, with the Canadian 
American content did not meet the public disfavoring our current 
standards of 50%. North American government. 
content meaning American, and not Both Bush and Mulroney need 
Canadian. NAFfA in order to be successful at 
As we watch blue collar jobs flow the polls. 
totheU.S.atanalarmingrateanda The United States has put 
shaky Canadian economy, the tremendous pressure on Canada to 
wonder boys in Ottawa have come complete the talks as quickly as 
up with another "good for Canada, possible, and this will affect the 
good for Canadians" scheme called qualityoftheagreement.Mexicowill 
As I writethisarticle,ourcountry 
isfacingthebiggestcrisisinitshistory. 
Holding together by threads, 
Canada's immediate future rests in 
the hands of politicalleaders we have 
voted in to solve the problems they 
haveignited.Asgloomyasourfuture 
sounds, there is still hope for this 
great and beautiful country. We, the 
next generation, are that hope. 
Our generation is facing 
tremendous burdens; a current and 
rapidlyincreasingmulti-billiondollar 
deficit left behind by previous 
generations;a shattered economy has 
leftmorethan one million Canadians 
out of work (many of those jobs have 
been deleted and will never be 
replaced); Canada's natural 
resources, the key to long term 
survival, have been carelessly 
exploited; and free trade has all but 
given Canada away to the United 
States. If that isn't enough, the threat 
of Quebec's separation is very real, 
thanks to our political leaders in 
Ottawa. 
With an urgency unknown to 
previous generations, we search for 
miracles. Our generation must first 
take heed of the mistakes of our 
predecessors, and vownevertorepeat 
them. Fortunately, we are becoming 
increasingly aware of the problems 
we now face and are taking steps 
towardschallengingthose problems. 
We will decide the balance of our 
country by our decisions and actions. 
We did not ask for this situation, but 
unfortunately we do not have a 
choice. We must deal with it in an 
efficient and effective way if Canada 
is to survive. 
I believe in our generation, and 
I believe in Canada, and I think that is 
the miracle that Canada so 
desperately needs. This is our 
country, our land , and we are the 
generation to take Canada to new 
heights. We cannot waste this 
precious opportunity, for Canada's 
destiny rests in our hands. 
Bush Makes Fairer Game than· Quayle 
by Byrun Stedmann 
In Elizabethan theatre patrons 
used to bring rotting vegetables to 
performances. Why? If the actors 
weren't performing to the standards 
that the patrons were expecting ,the 
disgruntled patrons would throw 
theirdecayingprojectiles at the actors 
who let them down 
How did the people in charge 
deal with thissituation?Theycouldn't 
prevent the people from bringing in 
their vegetables, so they came up 
with a clever idea: why not set up a 
diversion? Thus, a fool was set up 
just off to the side of the stage. Now 
people could hurtle their frustration, 
displeasure,and angeratafool rather 
than the key players on the main 
stage. 
The same principle applies to 
the Bush administration and Dan 
Quayle. He is the jester of the 
Republicanstage.Another applicable 
analogy is that Mr. Quayle is a flack 
jacket, as he takes the brunt of the 
abuse poured onto the Bush 
administration. 
Quayle is a favorite victim of 
comedian I ex-talkshow host, Dennis 
Miller and the 1V show, Murphy 
Brown. 01' Dano has put his foot in 
the proverbial cow patty so many 
times I must ask , why the hell did 
Bush pick this guy to be his second in 
command? AlookatBushisrequired 
to answer that question. 
During the 1988 election race, 
nClu e) is 
Bush had been referred to as an 
invisible man during his two terms 
as vice-president in the Reagan 
administration. He has often been 
criticizedasbeingabland,flat,boring 
person, lacking in personality. 
As for the critiques of his 
character I will leave that to the 
professional media and the people 
who know him , but I do believe that 
his dull public image can give us an 
idea of how Bush might operate. 
Lets take a look at his time in the Vice-
President's office. 
In his 1986 book, Capitol 
Offenses, Allan Fotheringham 
quotes the Washington colmnist 
George F. Will as writing," ... that the 
thin, tinny sound coming from Bush 
'was "Arf" thesoundofthelapdog."' 
Fotheringham had also placed Bush 
in the category of 'Those on the 
downgrade for the 1988 Republican 
presidential election." 
It's obvious that Bush doesn't 
have the charm of Ronald Reagan, or 
Jimmy Carter for that matter. He 
doesn'tinspirepeopleasReagandid; 
Reagan could recite a speech of 
empty rhetoric and inspire a 
nationalistic fervor in Americans (and 
frighteningly enough, some 
Canadians). 
Bush comes across as being a 
stiff, wooden graduate of a preppy 
Ivy League University.Heseems only 
to inspire those who really believe in 
the Republican Party. Bush just comes 
across as bland. But perhaps Bush's 
apparent blandness isn't just 
blandness, perhaps it's partly a front 
put up in order to maintain a low 
profile. 
Bush has been very quiet 
compared to Reagan, who was 
always in the public eye. The news 
was full of stories and trivial scandals 
about Ronnie, and Ron and Nancy. 
The most memorable of George's 
stories is when he threw up in Japan. 
Then there was the S&L scandal, 
which received virtuallynoattention 
because of the Gulf War; the Los 
Angeles Times was the only paper, 
to my knowledge, to really go after 
Bush for the scandal. 
Bush's son, Neil, was heavily 
involved in it, and some people have 
suggested that the Gulf War was an 
attempt to hide it The Kennedys 
haveTed,CarterhashisbrotherBilly, 
and Bush could have had Neil. 
Reagan, you see, was the Teflon 
man.Nomatterhowmuchcrudand 
guk was thrown at him, it would 
never stick. Bush, however, is the 
political equivalent to Velcro. He has 
to avoid large publicity because the 
scandals would just ~tick to him 
(people still joke about Japan). 
Georgewashardlyevennoticcd 
during his two terms in the Vice-
Presidents office. There was the odd 
reference to him in the news, the 
infrequent appearance in a political 
cartoon, and the only things of note 
thathedidin thistimewastostand in 
for Reagan after he (Reagan) was 
shot, as well as filling in for the fermer 
President at the celebration of the 
40th anniversary of World War II in 
San Francisco in 1985. ( Reagan was 
out riding at a ranch). 
It is now 1992,. and Bush is a low 
key President with a Vice- President 
who sticksoutlikea florescent orange 
fowl at a turkey shoot. I should add 
that there has been some discussion 
in the past over the purpose of the 
office of the Vice- President, and that 
they seem tohavea traditionofbcing 
invisible. 
So why should Quayle be such 
an exception to the rule {though the 
Vice- President's office still doesn't 
seem to have any acceptable, public 
reason for existing)? As I said before, 
Quayle is the Republican's fool: he 
exists to distract the people and the 
media from the principle players on 
the main political stage. 
Taking pot-shots at Quayle is as 
pointless as going duck hunting to 
shoot the decoys; it's a waste of time, 
effort and ammunition. Dan Quayle 
isn't in charge, George Herbert Bush 
is, and Bush makes fairer game than 
Quayle. 
Coming soon: Byrun 
Stedmann 's Decline of Western 
Civilization series. 
THE NEW CONSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT 
-. 
Over the past two years, federal, provincial and Aboriginal leaders have 
consulted with thousands of Canadians and special interest groups from coast to 
coast. These consultations included Royal Commissions, participatory confer-
ences, parliamentary hearings, and hearings in the provinces and territories held 
A Social 
and 
Economic Union 
by provincial and territorial legislatures. Federal , 
provincial, territorial and Aboriginal leaders have 
agreed unanimously on a package of constitu-
tional proposals that recognizes the equality of 
all Canadians and represents all of our interests. 
The agreement is now before Canadians. 
The agreement proposes that the new 
Constitution would contain a statement of 
key economic and social objectives shared by all of the governments in the 
federation . The objectives include comprehensive, universal , portable, accessi-
ble and publ icly administered health care, adequate social services and 
benefits, high quality primary and secondary education and reasonable access 
to post-secondary education , collective bargaining rights and a commitment 
to protecting the environment. The economic 
pol icy objectives to be entrenched would be 
aimed at strengthening the Canadian economic 
union ; the free movement of persons, goods, 
services, and capital ; ensuring full employment 
and a reasonable standard of living for all 
Canadians; ensuring sustainable and equitable 
·development. 
Avoiding 
Overlap and 
Duplication 
Exclusive provincial jurisdiction would be recognized in the areas of 
forestry, mining, tourism, housing, recreation, municipal affairs, cultural matters 
within the province, and labour market development and training. In addition, 
to ensure the two levels of government work in harmony, the government of 
Canada commits to negotiate agreements with 
the provinces in areas such as immigration, 
regional development and telecommunications. 
Federal-provincial agreements on any subject 
could be protected by the Constitution from 
unilateral change. 
As was the case in the Meech Lake 
agreement, the new Canadian Constitution 
....... 
';·; . :·. ·. 
would recognize the distinct nature of Quebec, based on its French language, 
unique culture and civil law tradition. 
In the reformed Parliament, the Senate would reflect the equality of the 
provinces while the House of Commons would 
be based more on the principle of representation 
by population. As well, Quebec would be 
assured a minimum 25% of tha seats in the 
House of Commons. 
The proposed Senate would be made 
up of six elected senators from each province 
and one from each territory. Additional seats 
would provide representation for Aboriginal peoples. The reform Senate's 
powers should significantly increase the role of the elected Senators in the 
policy process. 
The proposals recognize that Aboriginal peoples have an inherent 
right to self-government and that the Constitution should enable them to 
develop self-government arrangements and to take their place in the Canadian 
federation . The proposals recognize Aboriginal 
governments as one of the three constitutionally 
recognized orders of government in Canada. 
In addition , the proposals provide for a 
negotiation process between Aboriginal leaders 
and provincial and federal governments to 
put this right into effect. The recognition of the 
inherent right would not create any new rights 
to land. 
Aboriginal 
Self· 
Government 
Now that Canada's federal , provincial, territorial and Aboriginal leaders 
have reached a consensus, it is the right of all Canadians to understand the 
new proposals. Call the toll free number below to receive an easy-to-read 
booklet on the new constitutional agreement or a complete text. 
It's your right to know what the constitutional proposals say, before 
voting on October 26. 
FOR INFORMATION CALL: 
1·800·561·1188 
Canada 
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